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Founded in 2011, ClearScale provides cloud-native 
consulting solutions designed exclusively for AWS. 
Our expert team has helped numerous clients deploy 
and manage an e�cient and secure AWS 
infrastructure through 850+ successful projects.

Ensure that business critical data won’t 
be lost and applications can continue 
to operate in the event of a disaster. 
AWS’s disaster recovery services enable 
rapid recovery of the IT infrastructure 
and data, while supplying high 
availability (HA).

Organizations of all sizes and from every industry are migrating to a 
remote workforce outside the boundaries of the traditional IT perimeter. 
But despite the conveniences and productivity enhancements that remote 
work provides, many businesses struggle with establishing a secure 
environment that maintains business continuity for dispersed workers.

Amazon Web Services (AWS) o�ers cloud services that can help your 
employees remain productive, secure and connected while working remotely. 
ClearScale experts can identify the right AWS services for your unique remote workforce challenges. 
They can then implement a customized solution to maintain an e�cient remote workforce, without any 
disruptions to business continuity.

REMOTE WORK SOLUTIONS SERVICES

Security and 
Governance

Ensure that your remote employees’ 
communication channels are encrypted 
and data is protected in transit and at 
rest. E�ciently build or migrate to a 
secure environment, ingest data into it, 
and allow employees to access this data 
from any location. 

Serverless

Provide high availability for business 
critical applications, while reducing 
infrastructure costs by migrating to a 
serverless architecture environment in 
the AWS Cloud. Improve performance 
and reduce latency while gaining robust 
data redundancy and reliability.

Contact a ClearScale Remote 
Work Solutions Expert Today

Improve the scalability of your learning 
platform for a highly dispersed workforce 
and customers by migrating to AWS 
Cloud. Allow students and employees to 
securely access the applications they 
need on demand from anywhere. 

Scale Your Team

Leverage our team of solutions architects, 
DevOps engineers, and software 
developers to help support your cloud 
applications and infrastructure during 
this time of uncertainty and extended 
health-related absences.

Remote Learning



CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHTS

Determine how to support a remote workforce by migrating 
workloads to the AWS Cloud. Evaluate architecture and develop 
success criteria for a proof of concept (POC). Suggest POC, high 
availability, serverless, development, and other solutions. 

Build understanding of AWS services 

Clarify business requirements and needs 

Assess readiness for a POC 

Align on prerequisites, goals, and success criteria

ASSESSMENT

1 DAY
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REMOTE WORK SOLUTIONS - OFFERINGS

Based on defined business requirements, complete one project 
as a proof of concept for future remote work operations, such 
as migrating or refactoring one application for the AWS cloud.

Clarify requirements 

Re-factor and stabilize code 

Deploy serverless environment

2+ WEEKS

PROOF OF CONCEPT (POC)

Refactor the infrastructure and/or applications to bring various 
AWS benefits to your business. Take advantage of serverless 
computing, containers, AI/ML and other cloud capabilities and 
managed services. 

Review existing environment for modernization opportunities

Quantify potential value of di�erent application/infrastructure

enhancements

Create roadmap between current state and optimal state

Execute on refactoring project

Deploy modernized infrastructure and/or application

FULL SCALE MODERNIZATION - MIGRATION

8+ WEEKS 

ClearScale worked with ADCO 
Electrical Corporation to provide remote 
employees with the access to resources 
they needed to do their jobs, without 
requiring additional user authentication. 
By integrating AWS services into ADCO’s 
infrastructure, ClearScale ensured that 
access is restricted to employees with 
authorization.

SECURITY AND 
COMPLIANCE 

ClearScale helped Site 1001, a smart 
building technology company, 
o�oad infrastructure management 
responsibilities to AWS, improving 
e�ciency and reducing costs. 
ClearScale placed Site 1001’s main 
workloads in managed Docker 
containers, run on Amazon Elastic 
Container Service. 

SERVERLESS

Ebates, an online cashback website, 
worked with ClearScale to migrate its 
data centers from an on-premises 
infrastructure to AWS Cloud. This solution 
simplified management while providing a 
secure remote environment. Corporate 
services were migrated from stand-alone 
systems to HA configurations backed by 
resilient AWS services with disaster 
recovery capabilities.

MIGRATION


